
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

Tracks - The Train Set Game to be Published by Excalibur Games in 2017 

Banbury, Oxfordshire – 22nd June 2017 

Tracks - The Train Set Game is a unique wooden train track builder – and it’s coming soon! New development 

team Whoop Group has teamed up with Excalibur Games in order to publish Tracks, which sets out to 

revitalise players’ childhood memories. Watch the Gameplay Reveal Trailer here. 

The game features an easy-to-use, yet in-depth track-builder, allowing players to create the train set of their 

dreams – and then ride them in first person. Various level types, such as bedrooms, allow players to build 

around objects and integrate their design with the environment. Sweetening the nostalgic deal, we’re looking 

into allowing players to upload and share their creations with others using the Steam Workshop. We will 

release more information on this once we have conducted tests to see if this is possible for Tracks. 

Tracks - The Train Set Game is open ended, like many building games, in free play mode – though the title does 

feature objective-based scenarios. Set goals will see the player tasked with creating and running their own rail 

system that accommodates the needs of commuters, for instance. Another objective, for example, will see the 

player forced to balance speed with vehicle stability in order to safely and efficiently transport heavy cargo. 

Tracks - The Train Set Game simulates your little train’s weight and momentum, challenging players to manage 

their load. 

Tracks - The Train Set Game will launch in Early Access in the coming months. For all downloadable assets, 

including screenshots and the trailer, just click here. 

All Links 

Tracks - The Train Set Game on Steam: 

http://store.steampowered.com/app/657240/Tracks__The_Train_Set_Game/  

Tracks - The Train Set Game: Gameplay Reveal Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8THR4koaJg  

Tracks - The Train Set Game Assets: http://217.174.240.146/tracks_press_kit.zip 

Like Tracks - The Train Set Game on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tracksthetrainsetgame/ 

Follow Tracks - The Train Set Game on Twitter: https://twitter.com/Tracks_Game 

Excalibur Games Press Sheet: http://www.contact-sales.co.uk/press.html 
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About Excalibur Games 

Excalibur Games is the publishing arm of parent company Contact Sales Ltd, which was founded in 1997. 
 
Excalibur has moved forward to release its own original products, in addition to widely recognised licensed 
titles. 
 
European Ship Simulator, World Ship Simulator, Better Late Than DEAD and Counter Terrorism Unit have all 
been published digitally on Steam, and physically for retailers. 

Excalibur has worldwide MicrosoftTM Xbox One and SonyTM Playstation 4 publisher status. The publishing house 
has recently announced Shoppe Keep and Circuit Breakers for Xbox One and PS4, and have already released 
Laser Disco Defenders for Sony’s flagship console. 
 
Excalibur will also continue to license high-end simulation franchises such as Euro Truck Simulator and 
American Truck Simulator, from highly acclaimed developer SCS Software. 
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